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          Overview -   
 
The ‘Living Life’ Pack contains a range of activities suitable for individuals, pairs or 
groups. The activities involve low impact games or activities, along with adaptive 
equipment aimed at engaging participants and promoting improved motivation and 
participation. 

 This brochure describes the range of equipment and some of the many different 
options for participating. Within the pack are individual instruction sheets which are 
laminated and intended to assist with the set up and playing of different games. 

 Whilst the initial pack is a standard format, there are options available to customise 
the pack to include modified and adaptive equipment able to facilitate participation 
for all abilities. 

 

 Contact: Sarah Michell 
    Senior Development Consultant  
 

WA Disabled Sports Association   
Leisurelife Centre | East Victoria Park WA 6101  
Ph: (08) 9470 1442 | Fax: (08) 9470 3878   

 
 

Colin Holden 
Regional Manager 

WA Disabled Sports Association   
Leisurelife Centre | East Victoria Park WA 6101  
Mob 0448805411 | Ph: (08) 9470 1442 | Fax: (08) 9470 3878   
www.wadsa.org.au  
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CONTENTS 
 

• Slope score 
• Maxi mats x6 
• Tall skittles x3 
• Skittles large x6 
• Multipurpose flinger 
• Shape score 
• Echo box  
• bean bag boccia x3 colour a, 3x colour b and x1 colour c (jack) 
• hoop segments x5 
• Golf stick 
• Hockey stick 
• Small basketball 
• Projectile box: holey balls x3, squishy balls x3, tennis balls x3, go go ball x3, Frisbee x2 
• Nerf (bean bag boccia box) 
• Chutes small & medium 
• Fun target 
• Topple ball 

 



 

 

Multisports pack Fatmax storage Box packing guide:- 

Order to put in the box to ensure the equipment fits 
1. Slope score          
2. Tall skittles 
3. Skittles  
4. Echo box (with bean bag boccia, nerf  and hoop segments inside the box) 
5. Multipurpose flinger 
6. Fun target                        
7. Shape score 
8. Projectile box         
9. Small basketball 
10. Maxi mats 
11. Frisbee’s and Velcro target 
12. Topple Ball 

Out of Box- on top                     
1. In calico bags- small & medium chutes,  

hockey & golf sticks.          
 
 
 
               

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
BEAN BAG BOCCIA  

 
Overview -  The pack contains 7 bean bags, 3 of each of two different colours bean 

bags with a 1 bag of a different colour again to use as the ‘jack’. 

 

Activities -  Boccia can be played by individuals, pairs, or teams, and by people of all 
ages and abilities. The aim of the game is to throw the bean bag as close 
as possible to a target, or jack’. All ability levels can be provided for with 
an extensive range of Boccia type games, using different projectiles, 
examples include many different size balls up to giant fit balls and table 
top options including different colour poker chips.  Also suggested is 
“Make It” Boccia where you make a Boccia Set that relates to your 
current location eg: on the beach (shells), in the bush (honky nuts), in 
the kitchen (pasta spirals).  
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SKITTLES 

 
Overview - These games are based on a range of “Skittles”, from standing pins/poles 

of traditional ten pin, in many different sizes from mini to maxi, plus 
large PVC. The aim of skittles is to knock down as many targets as you 
can, in one throw or a set amount of throws. 

 

   Activities - The difference between these skittle options and traditional ten pin is 
you can set up the pins in any format and also use any object to knock 
them down, such as a bean bag, foam dart gun, flinger, chute etc. They 
can also be played in a variety of settings; indoors, outdoors, bush or 
beach, and by individuals, pairs and teams. Different scoring systems can 
be put in place to alter the game.  
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NERF  
 

Overview -  The pack contains a simple pull back trigger to load 5 shot manual Nerf 
gun 10 soft foam darts, 3 velcro darts with 3 skittles and a circular 
numbered target. 

 

Activities -   SAFETY: NERF GUNS SHOULD NEVER BE POINTED TOWARDS PEOPLE 

Targets can be skittles to knock down or using the velcro foam darts the 
circular numbered targets. Playing can be competitive by keeping score 
or just practice having fun. Different targets and distance away from the 
target provide variations  
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SHAPE SCORE  

 

Overview -  The shape score is an activity that can be participate in a number of 
ways, with individuals being able to vary ways of participating, from assisted, using adaptive 
equipment (chute) to trying to perfect sporting skills, e.g. hockey/ golf, in order to challenge 
themselves.  
 
Activities – The shape score can be set up in a number of ways to challenge 
participants, aside from the way one participates (chute vs golf stick). This can be done so 
by increasing the distance from the target participants have their turn from, to having 
limited scoring arches (or one greater score). The activity can be done competitively or as a 
practise session to better skills or aiming.  
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ECHO BOX  

 

Overview -  The echo box is a cause and effect activity that can be participate in a 
variety of ways, with individuals being able to choose different ways of participation, from 
assisted, using adaptive equipment (flinger) to trying to perfect sporting skills, e.g. aiming 
and over arm/ under arm throwing, in order to challenge themselves.  
 
 
Activities - The echo box can sometimes be set up different ways to challenge 
participants, when not utilising a flinger. This can be done so by increasing the distance and 
or varying the angle from the target participant has their turn. Different projectiles can be 
used, both to vary the sound made when there is success and or to test decision making to 
see if different projectiles will make the distance.  The activity can be done competitively or 
as a practise session to better skills and or aiming.  
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SLOPE SCORE  

 

Overview -  The slope score is an activity that can be participate in a number of 
ways, with individuals being able to vary ways of participating, from assisted, using adaptive 
equipment (chute) to trying to perfect sporting skills, e.g. hockey/ golf, in order to challenge 
themselves.  
 
Activities – The slope score can be set up in a number of ways to challenge participants, 
aside from the way one participates (chute vs golf stick). This can be done so by increasing 
the distance from the target participants have their turn from, to having limited scoring 
holes. The activity can be done competitively or as a practise session to better skills and or 
aiming.  
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PROJECTILES PACK, W- pics, HOOP and CARPET SQUARES  
 

Overview - The projectiles pack include 3 x tennis balls, 3 x squishy balls, 3 x soft golf 
balls, 3 velcro balls, 3x bean bags, 3x go go balls and 2 x frisbees. Target 
options for ball games include the hoop made up from 5 coloured 
sections and carpet squares (maxi mats) along with other multi sports 
activities enclosed. W-pics numbers can be fixed to the carpet squares, 
shape score and slope score to provide a scoring/ challenge option. 

 

Activities - A wide range of different target games can be set up either floor or table 
top using different projectiles aiming at different targets. Projectiles can 
be thrown by participants or launched using the flinger   
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FUN TARGET  

 

Overview -  The fun target, when a responder is added can become a cause and 
effect activity, which can be participated in a number of ways. Individuals are able to vary 
the ways of participating, from assisted, using adaptive equipment (flinger) to trying to 
perfect sporting skills, e.g. aiming (using a tennis ball) and frisbee throwing, in order to 
challenge themselves.  
 
 
Activities - The fun target can sometimes be set up different ways to challenge 
participants, when not utilising a flinger. This can be done so by increasing the distance and 
or varying the angle from the target participant has their turn. Different projectiles can be 
used, both to vary the trajectory the persons turn may evoke.  The activity can be done 
competitively or as a practise session to better skills and or aiming. And finally when a 
number of fun targets are used together a mini Frisbee golf course may be set up.  
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TOPPLE BALL  

 

Overview -  The topple ball is an activity, when a responder is added can become 
cause and effect and can be participated in a number of ways. Individuals are able to vary 
the ways of participating, from assisted, using adaptive equipment (flinger) to trying to 
perfect sporting skills, e.g. aiming (using a tennis ball) either under arm or over arm, in 
order to challenge themselves. Topple ball targets also come in a number of forms, which 
can be participated in both using projectiles and or nerf guns. 
 
 
Activities - The topple ball can be set up a number of ways to challenge participants, 
when not utilising a flinger. This can be done by increasing the distance and or varying the 
angle from the target participant has their turn. Different projectiles can be used, both to 
vary the trajectory the persons turn may evoke.  The activity can be done competitively or 
as a practise session to better skills and or aiming. And finally as mentioned above, can be 
participated in by using nerf guns to set off for example jelly buttons to a responder.  
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FLINGER 
Overview -  1. TO USE:- Start flinger in open position  

2. Push down launch arm and the release lever to load  
3. let go of the release lever so that the launch arm is secured under the 

release lever  
4. A projectile is placed on the circle at the top of the arm.  
5. Pushing the release lever downwards will release the launch arm  
6.  Projectile launches 

 

Activities -   The Flinger can be used to launch projectiles for any of the activity 
options, depending on the weight of the projectile the distance from the 
target will need to be adjusted. The Flinger provides an option for 
participants who are unable to throw independently due to physical or 
cognitive disability. However all participants may choose to use the 
flinger for some of the game as it provides a precision and success. 

 

 1    2  
 

3    4  

5    6  
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BEAN BAG BOCCIA- 
Instructions 

EQUIPMENT: 
Bean bag boccia 
set (indoor) Hula 
hoop 
Flinger (modification) 

 

 
SET UP: 
To set up Boccia each different colour bean bag is set aside, one for each team. To being, place the ‘jack’ 
on the floor, picking a start position suitable for the ability of the group playing. The start position is 5-6 
paces away from the ‘jack’ or a spot the flinger’s strength will reach. 
Modifications: If there are individuals in the group having issues with throwing/rolling the bean bags a 
flinger can be used either manual or automated. 

 

 
OBJECTIVE: 
The objective of the game is to get your bean bags closest to the jack than the other players/ teams. 

 

 
GAME PLAY: 
This game can be played either individually or in teams. Players aim to get their bean bags closest to the 
jack, all bean bags are played signalling an end. Each person playing takes it n turn to start and throw the 
jack until all decided ends are played out to find a winner 
 
The game can also be modified in the following ways; 

1)  The addition of the hula hoop, to increase the target zone and rate of success.  
            2) Using a manual or automated chute to aid in individuals rolling the balls 

3) Increase/decrease the distance from the start position to the hoop 
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SKITTLES- Instructions 

EQUIPMENT: 
6 Skittles 
W-pics (large)  
Bowling/Bell ball 
Chute large (modification)  

 
SET UP: 
To set up Skittles place the 6 large skittles in any formation ensuring there is a gap between them to allow 
the Skittles to fall over. Large w-pics are placed on the Velcro dots of the skittles, use which ever w-pics is 
best suited to the individuals playing the game. Take 4-6 paces away from the skittles to mark out the start 
line and place the ball down. 
Modifications: If there are individuals in the group are having issues with throwing/rolling the ball a 
chute can be used either manual or automated (ensure the ball is heavy enough to knock the skittles 
down once placed in the chute) 

 
OBJECTIVE: 
The objective of the game is to knock down as many of the skittles as you can in 3 turns. 

 

 
GAME PLAY: 
Each player get 3 turns to try and knock all the skittles down. If the skittles have numbered w-pics on 
them then you are able to add up each individuals score. Variations can be made with the formation of 
the skittles to challenge participants. 

 
The game can also be modified in the following ways; 

1) Individuals are able to use the chute if required 
2) Individuals are able to make the start position closer or further away to vary how difficult or 

Easy the activity is. 
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NERF- Instructions                              
EQUIPMENT: 
Single shot pull back gun 
3 small sound skittles 
Velcro target 
Table (small) and or topple ball  

 

 
SET UP: 
Nerf set up can be done one of two way, either shooting at the 3 skittles placed on either a table or topple 
ball shelve or the Velcro target attached to the topple ball.  

 

 
OBJECTIVE: 
The objective of the game is to knock down the skittles and or to score the highest score on the Velcro 
target possible.  

 
GAME PLAY: 
Individuals take it in turns to knock down as many skittles as possible with the rubber bullets provided, 
most knock downs over the nominated rounds wins. Participant can also try to get the highset score with 
the Velcro bullets provided on the Velcro target.  

 
The game can also be modified in the following ways; 

1) The addition of an auto 10 shot Velcro gun if necessary to the pack.  
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SHAPE SCORE- 
Instructions 

 

EQUIPMENT: 
Shape Score 
Hitting implement (Hockey Stick)  
Squishy Balls 
W Pics 
Medium chute (modification) 

 

 
SET UP: 
Set up the Shape Score onto the playing area and mark out a start line approximately 3-4 paces 
away.  Place small w-pics above each of the holes, using any of the pictures/numbers depending on the 
group participating in the activity. Place the balls and hitting implement at the start line ready for play. 

 
 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
The objective of this activity is for the individual to use the hitting implement or chute to strike the ball 
and get it in the holes, aiming for the highest score or particular animal/food/vehicle he or she may like. 

 
GAME PLAY: 
Individuals strike each ball or use the chute one at a time to see if they can land it in the hole. If the 
players have chosen to use numbered w-pics they may also write down their score. 

 
This game can be modified in the following ways; 

1) If an individual does not have the ability to use a hitting implement they may choose to 
use a medium chute to aid in rolling the ball 

2) If the medium chute is selected and the individual still struggles with releasing the ball 
the chute may also be automated, *see the auto range instructions 

3) If the group playing does not respond to numbers choose a w-pic that they are more likely 
to respond to, animals, food, vehicles etc.: this will encourage involvement and learning 

4) Vary the distance of the start line to make the game easier or more difficult depending on 
the Individuals. 

5) Vary the type of balls to make the game easier or hard for example tennis balls travel 
further but are harder therefore bounce out of the holes easier than the softer balls. 
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ECHO BOX- Instructions 
EQUIPMENT: 
Echo Box 
3 holey balls 
Flinger 45 Degree (modification) 
Table (small) 

 

 
SET UP: 
Set up the Echo Box facing the start position which should be located approximately 3-4 paces away. Place 
The balls on the floor ready to start. 
Modifications: If there are individuals in the group that are unable to throw the ball the flinger may be 
used 
To assist. Set up is the same except in the start position placing a small table and the flinger. The distance 
of the start position can be changed depending on the distance the flinger will launch the ball.  

 

 
OBJECTIVE: 
The objective of the game is to throw as many of the balls in to the Echo Box as possible. If the 
individual playing is not able to throw the ball then using the flinger try to get the balls in to the Echo 
Box. This is a cause and effect game with the Echo Box designed to make large noises when the balls 
land in it. 

 
GAME PLAY: 
Individuals take it in turn to throw each ball from the start line count their score as they go. Each person 
gets three balls each turn. 

 
The game can also be modified in the following ways; 

1) Using a manual flinger for individuals that do not have the ability to be able to throw the 
ball. 

2) Using a flinger with an auto release and select a button/switch that is suitable for 
the Individuals unable to press the flinger arm themselves.  
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SLOPE SCORE- Instructions 
EQUIPMENT: 
Slope Score 
Hitting implement (Mallet)  
Small Balls 
W Pics 
Small chute (modification) 

 

 
SET UP: 
Set up the Slope Score onto the court or playing area and mark out a start line approximately 3-4 paces 
away. Place small w-pics on the holes (wherever you like), using any of the pictures/numbers depending 
on the group participating in the activity. Place the balls and hitting implement at the start line ready for 
play. 

 
 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
The objective of this activity is for the individual to use the hitting implement to strike the ball and get it 
in the holes. 

 
GAME PLAY: 
Individuals strike each ball one at a time to see if they can land it in the hole. If the players have chosen 
to use numbered w-pics they may also write down their score. 

 
This game can be modified in the following ways; 

1) If an individual does not have the ability to use a mallet they may choose to use a small 
chute to aid in rolling the ball 

2) If the group playing does not respond to numbers choose a w-pic that they are more likely 
to respond to, animals, food, vehicles etc. this will encourage involvement and learning 

3) Vary the distance of the start line to make the game easier or more difficult depending on 
the Individuals 
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HOOP TARGET- Instructions 
EQUIPMENT:  
Bean bag boccia set (indoor)  
Hula hoop 
Tennis balls 
Chute medium (modification) or flinger 

  

 
SET UP: 
To set up Boccia Circle, place the hoop down on the floor and pick a start position depending on the 
ability of the group that is playing the game. The start position is 5-6 paces away from the edge of the 
circle. 
Modifications: If there are individuals in the group are having issues with throwing/rolling the boccia balls 
a Chute and or a flinger can be used either manual or automated. 

 

 
OBJECTIVE: 
The objective of the game is to get the bean bags/ balls inside the hoop/circle and get them to stay there. 

 

 
GAME PLAY: 
This game can be played either individually or in teams. Players aim to get their balls in to the hoop and 
keep them there until the game is over. Each person playing takes it n turn to roll the ball along the 
ground trying to get it in the circle. If one ball gets knocked out of the circle and stays there until the 
final ball has been rolled it is not counted. 

 
The game can also be modified in the following ways; 

1) Using a manual or automated chute to aid in individuals rolling the balls 
2) Increase/decrease the distance from the start position to the hoop 
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MAXI MATS- Instructions 
EQUIPMENT: 
Maxi Mats set (9) 
3 Bean Bags 
W-pics 
Flinger (modification) 
Table (small) 

 

 
SET UP: 
Set up the Maxi Mats in a square formation on the ground and attach the chosen w-pics to each of the 
mats. Set up the start position approximately 3-4 paces away from the edge of the mats and place the 
bean bags at the starting position. 
Modifications: If there are individuals in the group that are unable to throw the ball the flinger may be 
used 
To assist. Set up is the same except in the start position placing a small table and the flinger. The distance 
of the start position can is changed depending on the distance the flinger will launch the bean bag. 
(Adjust accordingly). 

 
OBJECTIVE: 
The objective of the game is to throw the bean bags on to the Maxi Mats. If the individual playing is not 
able to throw the bean bag then you would modify the activity by using the flinger try to get the bean 
bags on to the Maxi Mats. 

 
GAME PLAY: 
Individuals take it in turn to throw each of the bean bags on to the Maxi Mats. The object of the game is 
to get the highest score, if you are using w-pics with numbers or if you are using colours to try and 
match the colour of the bean bag to the colour on the mat. 

 
The game can also be modified in the following ways; 

1) Using a manual flinger for individuals that do not have the ability to be able to throw the 
bean Bags. 

2) Using a flinger with a auto release and select a button/switch that is suitable for the 
Individuals to throw the bean bags on to the Maxi Mats 
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FUN TARGET- Instructions 
EQUIPMENT: 
Fun Target 
Frisbee 
Flinger (modification) 
Balls/bean bags 
(modification) 

 
SET UP: 
To set up the fun target activity, firstly set up the target and place it in the desired location. Identify a 
suitable distance away from the target to throw the Frisbee from. 
Modifications: If there are individuals in the group are having issues with throwing a Frisbee they 
may choose to use the flinger to throw a suitable ball/bean bag through the target. Ensure that the 
ball is light enough to get the distance to reach the target. 

 
OBJECTIVE: 
The objective of the game is to get the Frisbee/ball/bean bag through the target. 

 

 
GAME PLAY: 
Each player get 3 turns to try and get the Frisbee. Ball/bean bag through the target from the start line 

 

 
The game can also be modified in the following ways; 

1) Individuals may decide to play the game in pairs trying to throw the Frisbee through the 
target to each other 

2) Several targets may be set up to play the game Frisbee golf, similar to 9 hole golf using 
each course as a different par allowing individuals to get the Frisbee through the hole in 
the allocated number of shots. 
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TOPPLEBALL- Instructions 
EQUIPMENT: 
Topple Ball & target (water bottle) 
Responder 
Flinger 90 degree manual 
Table (small) 
Medium Balls (3) 

 
SET UP: 
Set up the Topple Ball with the target (water bottle) on top ensuring the switch is pressed down. Connect 
a responder to the topple ball ensuring it is a timed responder eg bubble machine on 15 sec. approximately 
3-4 paces away from the Topple Ball set the table up with the flinger and test the distance of the selected 
balls to ensure it hits the target. 
Modifications: If there are individuals in the group are having issues with using the manual flinger an auto- 
mated flinger with a switch can alternatively be used. 

 

 
OBJECTIVE: 
The objective of the game is to knock the target off the topple ball causing a reaction from the responder. 

 

 
GAME PLAY: 
Individuals take it in turn to use the flinger to knock the target off the Topple Ball. Each person gets 
three goes to knock the target down and if they do the game has the option to score each time it is hit 
and the responder is activated. 

 
The game can also be modified in the following ways; 

1) Using a automated flinger for individuals that do not have the ability to be able to use 
the manual flinger 

2) Throwing balls at the target if individuals have the ability to be able to throw. 
3) Changing the responder so that it is more suitable for the group involved in the 

activity. 
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